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Fred Johnson announces run for Congress
Kevin Soubly

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On Nov. 19, Hope College Associate History Professor Fred
Johnson announced his candidacy for Michigan’s Second District
Congressional seat.
Running as a Democrat with
the slogan “restoring progress and
integrity,” Johnson is stressing a
phased withdrawal from Iraq, a
tightening of border security, increased international diplomacy
and a reexamination of foreign

Fred Johnson

Hope Tree raises funds
to support local ministry

trade agreements. Johnson also
supports reforming of America’s
formal education systems and
support of environmental stewardship, as well as the reform of
the current health care system.
His position as a history professor places him in a unique situation.
“As a historian, I’ve had plenty of opportunity to see what can
happen when the majority of people either exhibit too much trust
in leadership or don’t challenge

“(Change) is going to
take my one voice plus
many more like it.”
– Fred Johnson,
Assoc. Professor of History
their leadership,” Johnson said.
And challenging leadership he
is— in his race for the Congressional seat, he is running against the
Republican incumbent and long-

time Congressman Peter Hoekstra. First elected to Congress in
1993, Hoekstra has enjoyed much
support in the Republican-dominated 2nd District.
Hoekstra won the 2006 election with 66 percent of the vote,
according to the Michigan Secretary of State. H+e has appeared
in a variety of media, appearing
numerous times on national television, had articles published
in major newspapers across the
SEE JOHNSON, PAGE 2

Vocal praise

Matt Oosterhouse
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

In an effort to bring peace to Hope College
students and support a local ministry during the
often-busy Christmas season, Student Congress
has erected a 15-foot Christmas tree in the middle
of the second ﬂoor Rotunda of the Martha Miller
Center.
The Hope Tree, an initiative sponsored by Student Congress, is raising funds for the City On A
Hill Ministries through the sale of bows and bulbs
that have been placed on the tree. At press time,
33 bows and 85 bulbs have been purchased raising
a total of $1,400 for the Zeeland-based ministry.
On Friday, Nov. 30, Holland community members and students, faculty, and staff gathered to
commemorate the undertaking, sing Christmas
carols, and ofﬁcially light the tree. Hope’s male
acapella group, 12th Street Harmony, was on hand
to lead the attendees in the of singing of carols such
as “O Come All Ye Faithful” and “Silent Night.”
Joy Taylor (’09) attended the lighting ceremony and really enjoyed the carols.
“I know that it was only one event,” Taylor
said, “but it was nice to see the turnout of people
who came and see the Hope community come together.”
According to sophomore class representative
David Paul (’10), the coordinator of the Hope
Tree, the initiative began in October when David
Moore (’10) approached him about putting up a
Christmas tree on campus.
“This is a perfect example of Student Congress
listening to the voice of the students,” Paul said.
Paul said that Student Congress performed an
in-depth analysis of ﬁve local non-proﬁt organizations and compared their services, their needs and
their relationship with Hope College.
“(We saw that) City On A Hill did not have a
very strong relationship with Hope,” Paul said.
“We chose City On A Hill because we felt it shared
Hope’s mission of reaching out and sharing the
love of Jesus with the community. We were (also)
excited about all the services they offer, and we
felt that the students would get excited.”
According to Director Gary Ellens, City On
A Hill is home to about 26 ministries, including
food service for all economic levels, counseling
and mentoring services, and assistance for the
poor and homeless.
“It’s encouraging to see the collaboration between Hope and City On A Hill” Ellens said.
“We’d like to see that more often.”
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‘TIS THE SEASON— From Nov. 30 to Dec. 2 at Christmas Vespers 2007, various Hope College musicians

performed for sold-out audiences in Dimnent Chapel. Pictured are the groups College Chorus, Chapel Choir
and Symphonette. Vespers also included performances by organists, a ﬂute choir and a brass ensemble.

Volunteer Services shares holiday ‘Hope’
Katie Harper
STAFF WRITER

This holiday season, many students
are searching for ways to extend hope
beyond the campus parameters. Thankfully, two conveniently located organizations, Hope College Volunteer Services and the Holland Rescue Mission,
are eager to put these hopeful hands to
work.
While Hope College Volunteer Services provides volunteer opportunities
to students regardless of the season,
Christmastime usually shows an increase in student volunteerism.
“I think that the holiday season is
deﬁnitely the highest time for people to

be generous and give their time,” said
Brittnee Longwell (’09), a student director for Volunteer Services.
Volunteer Services, located in the
DeWitt Center, makes a variety of group
and individual volunteer opportunities
available to all members of the campus
community. According to the group’s
mission statement, the group works to
cultivate volunteerism at Hope College
in order to establish a campus-wide dedication to service.
Besides promoting an ongoing sense
of volunteerism at Hope, Volunteer
Services also provides monthly service
opportunities. Over the past couple of
months, many students have been able

Presidential Politics Update— Find out what is
happening with the candidates of both parties
Pages 4 and 5
Got a story idea? Let us know at anchor@hope.edu, or call us at 395-7877.

to participate in holiday-inspired events.
In November, for example, members
of Volunteer Services traveled door-todoor in order to collect non-perishable
food items from students living in the
residence halls, apartments and cottages. All of the items beneﬁted Western
Theological Seminary’s soup kitchen.
“The food drive was fun and we had
a great turn out,” said Longwell. “Last
year, we donated the food items to the
Community Action House. This year,
we found out that the Western Theological Seminary received their food mainly
from the Community Action House, so
we thought it might be good to ‘help our
SEE HOPE, PAGE 10

Novel Experience— A look at students who
participated in novel writing class.
Page 7
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This Week at Hope
Friday
Dec. 7
Christmas Pottery Sale
DePree Main Lobby
10 a.m.

Christmas Madrigal Dinner

Dec. 7 and 8. Maas Auditorium. 7 p.m.
Tickets are $25 general admission and
$15 for students.and can be purchased
in the music department’s office in
Nykerk Hall.

Sunday
Gathering

Dec. 9

“Cloud of Witnesses - Madonna”
Trygve Johnson
Dimnent Chapel. 8 p.m.

Monday
Trading Closets

Dec. 10

Sponsored by Hope for the Nations.
Clothes for bargain prices. Proceeds
go to AIDS/HIV orphans in Vietnam.
Dec. 10 - 12. DeWitt Lobby.

Up All Night Exam Study Break
Breakfast
Phelps Dining Hall. 9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Free to all students.

In Brief
Hope to become
smoke-free jan. 1
On Jan. 1, Hope College will
become a smoke-free campus
in order to promote a healthier
lifestyle and comply with the
Ottawa County Smoke-Free Indoor
Air Regulation that will require all
public and private employers to
prohibit smoking in all enclosed
areas and within 25 feet of any
entrance, operable window and
ventilation system.
Smoking will not be permitted
in any campus owned or leased
building; in any residence hall,
apartment, or cottage; on any
campus walkway or green space;
or outside in college parking lots.
Smoking is, however, permitted
in private vehicles and on public
right-of-ways away from building
entrances. Smokers are asked to
adhere to the 25 foot distance and
dispose of their smoking materials
appropriately before reentering the
campus area.
Hope College is supportive
of smoking cessation programs
and will work with faculty, staff,
and students seeking help with
their smoking habit. The college
is hopeful that smokers will use
this new regulation as an extra
incentive to give up smoking and
improve their overall health.

Campus Safety
responds to
cottage call
Campus Safety received a
complaint of a person not affiliated
with the college seeking entry into a
campus cottage on Monday, Dec. 3.
The male knocked on the door and
a resident wisely declined to open
it. When the subject did not leave,
the student alerted Campus Safety
who immediately responded. There
was no further incident.
Campus
Safety
reminds
students that persons who might
appear to not be affiliated with
the college should not be allowed
entry to campus residential
facilities. The safety of everyone
in the campus community should
continue to be a priority for all.
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International students celebrate holidays
far away from home but not alone
Sunkyo Hong
Guest Writer

With Christmas break approaching, Hope College students
are getting excited about finishing with exams and going home
to celebrate and spend time with
family. For some students, however, this is not possible. Many
international students live overseas and thus will not go home
due to the expense of travel.
“A minority of (international)
students go home, but numbers
are increasing due to cheaper
tickets; seven years ago, perhaps
one student would fly home,”
said International Student Advisor Habeeb Awad.
Fortunately, these students are
not on their own. The International Education Office works closely
with housing to accommodate
these international students. Those
who stay are usually allowed to
stay in their current housing until
the campus shuts down later in
December, although Residential

“A minority of (international)students go home, but
numbers are increasing due to cheaper tickets; seven
years ago, perhaps one student would fly home.”
– Habeeb Awad,
International Student Advisor
Life tries to ensure that students
are not left alone in their residence
halls for several reasons. As Dr.
John Jobson, director of Residential Life and Housing, explained,
it is important that students live
near each other because of potential emergencies, loneliness and
the fact that only two RAs are assigned to check up on residents
during the Christmas break. During the shut down, the international students move to the Haworth
Inn until the school becomes operational again.
Felix Kikaya (’11), a student
from Kenya, intends to do just
that.

Johnson anounces run for Congress
w JOHNSON, from page 1
Should he win, Johnson hopes
to act as a catalyst for change in
American policy.
“There’s a growing number
of voices who are advocating for
a change in things like healthcare,
the MiddleEast, the Iraq war, and
foreign policy,” Johnson said. “But
(change) is going to take my one
voice plus many more like it, which
becomes a chorus.”
Johnson is conscious of the fact
that he faces an uphill battle in this

predominately conservative district, and is well aware that he may
not win the election. Nonetheless,
he remains optimistic about the results of the election.
“If I don’t win, I will become a
better history teacher and I will have
done the right thing. As a citizen of
this community, it (is) incumbent
upon me to do something,” Johnson said. “ I don’t do anything for
the progress if I’m just shrugging,
nodding my head, and resigned to
the results. And it’s not over until
the day after the election.”

“I appreciate (this arrangement)
so much because I would not have
any place to stay if it were not for
this plan,” Kikaya said.
Kikaya intends to spend the
break working at the Hope College Transportation Garage and
celebrating Christmas day with
his friend Victor Kanyi (’11),
also a Hope student, and Victor’s
host family. When asked about
his situation, Kikaya explained
that he misses Kenya very much
because he has not seen his family since he arrived in the U.S.
and because of the harsh climate
of Michigan.
“If there’s any opportunity for

me to go home, it’s the first thing
I’ll do,” Kikaya said.
Housing is not the only way
in which Hope College accommodates to the needs of international students. Over-the-break
residents can arrange to get some
food by talking to Jobson. Furthermore, the International Education Office stays in touch with
international students by arranging a meal and a movie twice during the break.
Also, although the students do
not get to spend Christmas with
their families, many who signed
up for host families get invited to
celebrate the day with them. One
international student, Peter Pan
(’08), will spend the entire Christmas break with his host family in
Grandville.
“What comes out of (all these
efforts) is we try to accommodate
international students as much as
possible. So in this sense, Hope
College is very helpful,” Awad
said.
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Kent, others
investigate
medical
practices
Erin Fortner
Staff Writer

Health Departments around the
nation, including Kent County,
have documented and are investigating cases of medical professionals’ unhygienic practices,
concerning the use of syringes and
multi-dose medicine vials. The unsanitary medical applications have
the potential to infect numerous
patients with HIV and hepatitis,
while exposing thousands more.
According to a New York
Times article, “Dr. Michael Bell,
associate director of infection control for the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, said any
virus is most easily spread through
the reuse of
needles and
syringes.
But even if
clean needles and
syringes
are used,
the potent
hepatitis C
virus – or Dr. Robert Stokes
any other
infection – could be spread if the
vial itself is contaminated through
handling or other avenues of exposure and then used again to medicate other patients.”
Currently, the Kent County
Health Department in Grand Rapids is in the process of notifying
and testing over 5,000 previous
patients of dermatologist Dr. Robert Stokes for HIV and hepatitis.
Three past employees of Stokes
will testify they witnessed him
re-use medical equipment over a
period of years. A court date has
not been set, but Stokes faces 72
federal health care fraud charges
totaling in excess of $1 million.
Christine Galle, a former patient and a healthcare professional,
anxiously awaits her test results
after receiving two injections from
Stokes in 2002. “My husband’s
been exposed, the 21 month old,
my newborn baby is exposed…
They have thousands of people’s
health in their hands and the question is why, why did they not report it,” Galle told Grand Rapids
WZZM 13 News.
Another New York Times article reports that a few weeks ago,
the New York State Health Department mailed out 628 letters
to former patients of a Long Island anesthesiologist, Dr. Harvey
Finkelstein, who improperly used
syringes. The article states, “Finsee STOKES, page 10
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Amtrak crashes
CHICAGO (AP) — An Amtrak train plowed into the back of
a Norfolk Southern freight train
and crushed one end of a boxcar
under its wheels Friday, injuring dozens of people, some seriously. Most of the 187 passengers
walked away unhurt.
Passengers were hurled into
the seats in front of them in the
accident on the city’s South Side,
and four people had to be pulled
from the front of the train, where
the engine was located, authorities said.
The collision sent 71 people to
a dozen hospitals, most of them
in stable or good condition, according to the Chicago Fire Department. Five people were taken
from the scene in serious to critical condition.
Hope College student, Emily
Hunt (’08), was a passenger on
the train. She was on her way to
a job interview, but missed the
interview due to being at Cook
County Hospital, where she was
until 6 p.m. the night of the accident.
“All my muscles kill me. But
specifically my muscles in my
neck are so out of whack it hurts
to swallow,” Hunt said. “I often
get bad headaches in the back of
my head. My sides hurt because
of how I twisted.”
Hunt described the confusion after the collision as “really
sketchy,” explaining that it took
her a while to be able to get treatment. She was put on a charter
bus, which were available for
the walking wounded to be taken
to various hospitals in the metro
area.

According to a recent Chicago
Sun-Times report, the Amtrak
engineer who “plowed into the
rear of a freight train had been
fully certified for only about
three months when he sped up,”
even though he was signaled to
be “extremely cautious.” The
Sun-Times reported that the engineer accelerated to speeds 25
mph over the maximum indicated
speed prior to hitting the freight
train.
While news reports have stated
breaks were suddenly applied in
an attempt to avoid the accident,
Hunt said there was “no slamming on the breaks.”
Hunt described two hits. One
when the Amtrak train hit the
freight train and then when the
Amtrak train finally stopped on
top of the other train.
The damage to the passenger
train was mostly to its engine,
where some of the five Amtrak
workers aboard were, authorities
said. It was unclear how many of
them were hurt. The train’s three
double-decker passenger cars remained upright.
No one was in the portion of
the Norfolk Southern freight train
that was struck, and neither of the
two workers aboard was hurt.
Hunt has had some difficulty
adjusting to classes. On Monday,
she explained, that she had to
leave class due to the pain caused
from the simple motion of moving her head up and down as she
took notes.
She has entered physical therapy and been given muscle relaxants; however, she is worried
about exam week, because the

Jonathon Parrish

AMPTP has been unwilling to
comply with this demand.
Equally important to both sides
is the issue of new media. This
growing market encompasses internet streaming and downloading
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AP Photo/Charles Rex Arbogast

assessing Damage— Chicago firefighters work around

the scene where an Amtrak passenger train plowed into the
back of a freight train on the Chicago’s South Side, Nov. 30.

relaxants cause drowsiness.
“Admittedly, I probably won’t
take them until after exam week,”
Hunt said.
Hunt’s experience in the accident, however, did not deter her
from riding on the train back to
Hope.

“The chances of getting injured on a train compared to a
car are really slim, particularly
because the weather on Saturday
was really bad,” Hunt said.
Shannon Craig, The Anchor’s
national news editor, contributed
to this piece.

Screenwriter strike continues
Guest Writer

On Nov. 5, after weeks of failed
negotiation, the Writers Guild of
America officially went on strike.
This labor union represents the
majority of film, television and
radio writers working in the United States. Currently, about 12,000
WGA writers are striking against
the Alliance of Motion Picture
and Television Producers.
Every three years, the Writers
Guild negotiates a contract with
the AMPTP. Talks between the
two groups broke down this year
primarily due to disagreements
over writers’ residuals and compensation for new media. Writers’ residuals are profits made by
writers for subsequent airings or
purchasing of their work. Citing
the need writers have for this continued compensation, the WGA
has requested a doubling of this
rate for DVD sales. So far the

In Brief

of television programs and movies. While the AMPTP claims that
this market needs further study
before discussing compensation,
the Writers Guild believes that
they are being denied their fair

share of the profits in this important new venue.
Attempts to reconcile these
difficulties have so far been unsuccessful. “We’re not going
to negotiate with a gun to our
heads—that’s just stupid” said
the president and chief negotiator of AMPTP in response to
the strike. Interestingly, public
opinion has remained very high
The Number of Remaining New Episodes*
in support of the writers. In a
national survey conducted by
Pepperdine University, nearly
Grey’s Anatomy - 2
two-thirds of Americans tend to
side with the writers and only
The Office - 0
about 4 percent sympathize
with the AMPTP.
The 2007 writers’ strike is
Lost - 8
not the first conflict that the
Guild has had with the AMPTP.
House - 3
In 1988, a similar strike occurred that lasted a total of 22
weeks and cost the entertainment industry an estimated 500
*Completed prior to the strike
Count as of Dec. 5, 2007 from the Aussiello Report on TVGuide.com
see STRIKE, page 14
Graphic by Dylana Pinter

How Hope’s favorite shows are affected

British teacher home from sudan after being pardoned

New children’s health study released

LONDON (AP) — A British teacher jailed in Sudan for
letting her students name a
teddy bear Muhammad as part
of a writing project arrived
home Tuesday after being pardoned.

CHICAGO (AP) — A teaspoon of honey before bed seems
to calm children’s coughs and
help them sleep better, according to a new study that relied on
parents’ reports of their children’s
symptoms.
The folk remedy did better than

“I’m just an ordinary middleaged primary school teacher. I went
out there to have an adventure, and
got a bit more than I bargained
for,” Gibbons said at a brief news
conference.
Gibbons, 54, jailed for more

than a week, was freed after two
Muslim members of Britain’s
House of Lords met with Sudanese
President Omar al-Bashir and the
teacher sent the president a statement saying she didn’t mean to offend anyone with her class project.

cough medicine or no treatment
in a three-way comparison.
Honey may work by coating
and soothing an irritated throat,
the study authors said.
The research appears in December’s Archives of Pediatrics
and Adolescent Medicine
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Looking at the Democratic candidates
Hope Democrats
Email address: democrats@hope.edu
Past Guests:
Gov. Howard Dean, DNC chairman
Gov. Jennifer Granholm of Michigan
Mark Brewer, chair of the Michigan
Democratic Party
Mara VanderSlice, president of Common
Good Strategies
Eric Sapp, senior partner at Common
Good Strategies
Sen. Carl Levin
Activism:
Hosted ‘Cocoa for Candidates’
Hosted bone marrow donor registration
drive
Campaigned for Scott VanderStoep
Volunteered for Ottawa County
Democrats
Hosted fundraiser on behalf of Fred
Johnson for Congress
Upcoming events:
Christmas study break Dec. 9
State of the Union (co-sponsored with
Hope Republicans) TBA

sion ad. In the ad, Obama says that his health care
program would provide coverage for all Americans,
while critics say that his plan would leave as many
as 15 million Americans uninsured.
As Election Day draws near, the presidential canJohn Edwards, a former North Carolina senator,
didates are eager to clarify their ambitious plans, recently released more details about his proposed
and poke holes in their opponents’.
health care plan. Under the “Edwards Mandate,” all
Former Gov. Bill Richardson of New Mexico Americans would be required to submit proof of invigorously criticized the way Republican candidates surance with their income tax returns. Edwards is
have been “trying to outdo each other demonizing looking up in the polls. With a rise from 20 percent
illegal immigrants,” adding that it is “unrealistic to to 23 percent, he is catching up to Obama and Clinthink we’re going to deport 12 million people.” He ton.
supports tighter border security and a path to legal
Rep. Dennis Kucinich, D-Conn., another Democitizenship for those already in the country. A recent cratic candidate, maintained support at 2 percent. He
Iowa poll released by American Research Group, is using his media coverage to remind voters that
Inc. showed Richardson as suffering the greatest he voted against the Iraq war from the beginning,
drop in support, from 12 percent in mid November and that he is one of only a few candidates advoto only 4 percent by the end of the month.
cating a truly universal, non-profit health care sysIn other Iowa polling data, support for Sen. Hil- tem. Kucinich has, specifically, criticized the other
lary Clinton, D-N.Y., fell from 27 percent to 25 Democratic candidates for their support of Sen. Joe
percent, sparking increased
Biden’s, D-Del. policies.
attacks on her opponents, speBiden himself has noted
cifically Obama. Clinton has “I know a lot of my opponents the apparent tendency of the
picked up two endorsements
other candidates to latch on to
from environmental activist out there say I would be a
his foreign policy.
Robert F. Kennedy and the great secretary of state.”
“I know a lot of my opAmalgamated Transit Union.
ponents
out there say I would
– Sen. Joe Biden
At a recent summit on AIDS,
be a great secretary of state,”
Clinton spoke about her faith
he said on Nov. 29, speaking
and her plans to combat the
at a forum on Iraq. “Do you
disease with increased spending and abstinence pro- watch any of the debates? ‘Joe’s right, Joe’s right,
grams.
Joe’s right.’”
In an incident at Hillary Clinton’s Rochester,
Biden reminds voters that if he would make such
N.H., campaign office on Nov. 30, Leeland Eisen- a great secretary of state, he would also make a great
berg walked into the office claiming to be wear- president. When Biden arrived late to a New Hamping a bomb and took several volunteers and a child shire student convention, he said that his tardiness
hostage. Eisenberg is being held in jail on multiple was a reason the students should vote for him. He
charges. Clinton met with the former hostages and was held up because the Israeli prime minister called
their families before resuming her scheduled cam- to ask his advice. Biden saw a slight increase in suppaign the next day.
port, from 5 percent in mid November to 8 percent
For Sen. Barack Obama, D-Ill., the recent Iowa by late November.
polls contain very good news. Support for Obama
Mike Gravel, a former U. S. senator from Alasjumped from 21 percent to 27 percent, overtaking ka, has generated some publicity over his “citizen’s
Clinton. Obama, however, has been taking criticism wage” proposal, which would provide all Americans
from opponents for an allegedly misleading televi- with a guaranteed annual income of $5,000, irreEmily Krupczak
Guest Writer

spective of work status. He also supports a universal health care plan,
under which citizens would pay nothing for health benefits. Currently,
Gravel is polling at less than 1 percent.
Chris Dodd recently received the endorsement of the International
Association of Firefighters. The endorsement, which was pursued by
every presidential candidate, went to Dodd because he is “the candidate that best represents firefighters and what they do to protect the
public,” according to a spokesperson for IAF. Dodd is also reminding
voters of his key role in passing the Families and Medical Leave Act,
which allows workers to take time off due to birth, adoption, or illness
in the family. Support for Dodd has stayed steady at 3 percent.

Democratic Presidential
Candidates on the
Michigan Ballot
Hillary Clinton
Chris Dodd
Dennis Kucinich
Mike Gravel
Uncommitted
(This means you are undecided)

Note: Candidates not listed are
not listed on the Michigan ballot.
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Republicans race to the nomination
Hope Republicans
Email address: republicans@hope.edu
Past Guests:
Josh Romney, son of presidential
candidate Mitt Romney
Captain Dave Pate, Iraqi war veteran
Matt Scogin, senior advisor to the under
secretary of domestic finance, U.S.
Department of the Treasury
Jon DeWitte, chairman of Ottawa County
Republican Party ,
Holland Mayor Al McGeehan,
Dick DeVos, 2006 gubernatorial
candidate
U.S. Rep. Pete Hoekstra
Activism:
Supported the mayor’s successful bid for
reelection.
Sponsored a discussion during CIS
Went to Mackinac Island for the Michigan
Republican Leadership Conference
Upcoming Events:
Debate watch party Jan. 10
State of the Union (co-sponsored with
Hope Democrats) TBA
Rep. Bill Huizinga comes to Campus Jan.
28.
President’s Day celebration Feb. 7

Republican Presidential
Candidates on the
Michigan Ballot
Sam Brownback*
Rudy Giuliani
Mike Huckabee
Duncan Hunter
John McCain
Ron Paul
Mitt Romney
Tom Tancredo
Fred Thompson
Uncommitted
(This means you are undecided)
*Sam Brownback’s name will appear
on the ballot although he has withdrawn
from the race.
Speical layout by Gina Holder

Alex Quick
Staff Writer

The 2008 elections are less
than a year away, and some states
are having their party primaries
within the next month. Much of
the media attention has been focused on the Democratic race
between Senators Barack Obama
and Hillary Clinton. However
the ongoing Republican race is
equally as important.
Earlier this week, a poll conducted by the Des Moines Register, the leading newspaper in
Iowa, found that Mike Huckabee
was leading that states race with
29 percent support, followed by
Mitt Romney’s 24 percent. In a
distant third was Rudy Guliani
with 13 percent. Iowa’s race is so
important as it is the first state to
hold primaries, and its outcome
determine patterns for the rest of
the nation.
Mike Huckabee was the governor of Arkansas from 1996 to
2007 and is an ordained minister
in the Southern Baptist church.
Although not initially a popular
candidate, he has been rising in
prominence in the recent months.
He is a supporter of traditional
marriage and pro-life movements, and recently put a video
on YouTube with Chuck Norris
affirming his dedication to the
Second Amendment gun rights.
Huckabee is also the only major
candidate that supports the “FairTax” initiative, a proposal to do

away with the IRS and institute
a nationwide sales tax; however
many question this tax initiatives’
effectiveness.
Mitt Romney, also the former
governor of Massachusetts and a
Michiganian, is another force to
be reckoned with; he is considered a strong social and economic
conservative. His Mormon faith,
however, is something that continues to haunt him among the
more religious members of the
Republican Party. Some party
members fear that his faith will
influence his decisions as president in an undesirable manner.
Up until now his campaign has
refused to talk about his faith, but
this week they will announced
that he will be giving more talks
about it, and how it influences his
decisions.
Rudy Giuliani, the mayor of
New York during the 9-11 attacks, is trailing in Iowa, but still
a favorite with more moderate
and liberal Republicans, supporting both same-sex marriage.
This week he spent time in New
Hampshire spreading his plans
of lowering taxes and business
assistance. But his past is something that he will have to work
around, as allegations of corruption from his time as mayor keep
coming out.
Rounding out the rest of the
poll were Fred Thompson (9 percent), John Mcain and Ron Paul
(7 percent), and Tom Tancredo (6
percent).
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Hope takes a stand on global warming
nary science,” as Stewart calls
it, global warming is a long-term
Global warming is a topic concern. However, her students
that is often in the news. Global now know the dangers involved,
warming used to be something which is the first stride toward
that liberals and conservatives environmental change.
disagreed on, but now, more and
There are also several Hope
more people acknowledge it is professors and students who are
happening.
preparing to attend a nation-wide
The real question is: What “teach-in” event called “Focus
is Hope College doing about it? The Nation” on Jan. 31, which
There are several angles that staff will be primarily focusing on
and students are
global warmtaking to show
ing solutions
the dangers of “The only way to
for America.
global warming.
This event
The first step is change things is with
is also workdirect human contact.” ing on that
education.
Chemistry
– Emily Hunt (’08), first step in
professor Joanne
the process of
co-president of EIO change—eduStewart teaches a
cation. “Focus
general education
The Nation” is
math and science
course entitled “Abrupt Climate using four components to help
Change.”
bring about the change to stop
Stewart uses the education an- global warming: the national
gle to teach students the dangers teach-in, “green democracy,”
of abrupt climate change, which “choose your future,” and “2%
was dramatized by the motion pic- solution.”
ture “The Day After Tomorrow.”
Green democracy is about
Though the earth has not reached informing our government about
the extreme show in the film, the the solutions for change in our
movie shows some of the tech- country. “Choose your future”
niques that Stewart uses to show concentrates on voting for the
her students the science behind top resolutions, and takes place
it. Compared to this “extraordi- during the week leading up to

Amanda Gernentz
Staff Writer

Photo by David Moore

Holland Sunset— The sun sets over Lake Michigan at the Holland State Park Pier. U.S. Geological Survey scientists are studying the fluctuating lake levels in conjunction with global warming.

Jan. 31. “2% solution” is an international webcast set to air on the
evening of Jan. 30 that features
several of the leading researchers
and pioneers in “green” entrepreneurship from across the country.
This should be a very informative
event that brings together many

of the great young minds in our
country in order to bring about
change.
Another event that took place
this year was called “Power
Shift,” a conference that occurred
at the University of Maryland
from Nov. 2-5, which brought to-

gether politicians and students to
discuss what our nation is doing
to combat global warming.
Emily Hunt, co-president
of the Environmental Issues
Organization here at Hope, attended along with other students.
see GLOBAL, page 10

Pro-football fans mourn loss of Redskin safety
MIAMI (AP) — Thousands
filled a university arena for Sean
Taylor’s funeral Monday, with his
coach praising his “excitement for
life” and the NFL commissioner
telling mourners the Washington
Redskins star “loved football and
football loved him back.”
“I was suprised to see the funeral broadcasted nationally and
live,” Hope student, Emily Seib

(’09) said. “It was a sad thing, but
soldiers are being killed everyday for us and not playing sports.
Why him?”
The funeral comes a week after Taylor was shot in his home
and days after four men were
charged with killing him during
the robbery. A lawyer for one of
the suspects confirmed there was
a fifth suspect.

“It’s really unfortunate that
there are people in this world that
would stop at nothing to rob sombody,” Hope student, Tom Plasman (’09) said.
Taylor’s casket was surrounded
by bouquets while a video display
behind it showed Taylor from his
days with the Redskins, Miami
Hurricanes and high school.
NFL commissioner Roger

Goodell said it had been a “sad
week” for the league family.
“It’s times like this that all of
us struggle to find meaning in
life,” Goodell told the mourners.
“The NFL was proud of Sean Taylor. He loved football and football
loved him back. But more importantly, it was what he was as a
man and what he was becoming
as a man.”

“The whole situation is extremely sad,” Hope student Troy
Kierczynski (’09) said. “Sean
Taylor was a fantastic athlete and
a strong person. His tragic death
should make us all aware of how
blessed we are.”
Shannon Craig, The Anchor
national news editor, contributed
to this article.
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This Week In Art
Wednesday
Avenue Montaigne

12/5

7 p.m. Knickerbocker Theatre
Knickerbocker Theatre Film Series

10-Minute Direction Scenes
8 pm Dewitt Theatre
Free Admission

Thursday
12/6
Departmental Student Recital
11 a.m. Wichers Auditorium

English Department Tea
3 p.m. Lubbers Loft, to celebrate December graduates

Avenue Montaigne

9 pm Knickerbocker Theatre
Knickerbocker Theatre Film Series

Friday
Christmas pottery sale

12/7

10 a.m. Main lobby, DePree

Christmas Madrigal Dinner
7 p.m. Maas Auditorium

Saturday
12/8
Christmas Madrigal Dinner
7 p.m. Maas Auditorium

Avenue Montaigne
Photo Editor David Moore

7 p.m. Knickerbocker Theatre
Knickerbocker Theatre Film Series

A semester’s toil— Karen Luidens’s (’09) painting is one of 79 student pieces on display in the DePree Art Gallery.

Juried student show exhibits student works
Alex Quick
Staff Writer

This week is the juried art
show in the DePree Art Center.
The exhibit features 79 student
works in media ranging from watercolor and sculpture to charcoal,
photography and mixed media.
The show was open to all Hope
College students, whether they
were in the Art Department or not,
as long as they submitted at least
four works to be judged. Each
year, the Art and Art History Department faculty appoints a highprofile local artist to come and
judge the submissions, the best
ones make it into the show.

This year’s judge was Tom Allen, a photographer and graphic
designer from Grand Rapids. Allen chose the show’s pieces from
the 196 submitted pieces. Students
were invited to accompany Tom
Allen as he critiqued the works.
This show gives students the experience of entering work into a gallery, as well as having their work
reviewed by a professional.
The shows more notable works
include Evan Dawson’s (’10)
“Thought,” a charcoal work depicting a man waking from a restful night’s sleep and recording
something on this wall, joining
dozens of other midnight notes.

Sacred Dance gives concert
Service blends “passion for faith and dancing”
Cassaundra Warner
Guest Writer

It is Christmas time again and
as always, all the seasonal trappings are in place. The snow is
falling, the lights are up, carolers
sing and the air is filled with holiday cheer. To top it all off, Sacred
Dance is dancing at an advent service at Pillar Church on Sunday,
Dec.9 at 6 p.m.
Sacred Dance is a group on
campus that uses dance as an avenue to worship God. The group
has been on campus for ten years
and is stronger than ever. Right
now it is comprised of 18 girls,
most of whom are involved some
way in the dance program here at
Hope College. The group practices
every Saturday and dances during
worship services at Churches in
the community, as well as at venues like retirement homes, such as
Warm Friend.
“It is a great way to tie my passion for faith and dancing into one
great thing,” says Lauren Keiser

(’09).
The advent service at Pillar
Church promises to be an event
in which everyone can praise
God for his miraculous gifts and
also be exposed to the uncommon
form of worship of dance.
“It is a form of worship that
not many churches experiment
with,” said Keiser. “In our society, we separate the body from
the mind. In our Christian society,
the body has often been viewed
as dirty and earthly. But in giving
God this earthly body it kind of
completes the picture.”
“When you do Sacred Dance
you can’t hold anything back. It
is a way to truly thank God for all
the gifts you have been given,”
said Beth Heisel (’09).
“It is using your whole body. It
is visual expression of worship,”
said Stephanie Dykema (’10).
If you are looking to get involved on campus, Sacred Dance
is a way to go about it. Sacred
see DANCE, page 8

Kristen Underhill, an alumna
who is also a current student,
submitted a small sculpture of
a woman unzipping her skin to
reveal the true woman beneath,
which was named “Brand New
Skin.” Interstate 80 was the topic
of a two-piece photography series
by Mike Goris (’10). John F. Kay
(’08) submitted a creative display
of a DVD player playing eight

shades on top of a red pillow.
One of the most moving pieces
was done by Cassandra Thomas
(’09): “Invisible Children,” a
series of four intaglio prints illustrating the conditions of child
soldiers in Africa.
The show will be running in
the DePree Art gallery until Friday, Dec. 7.

Sunday
12/9
Sacred Dance Advent Service
6 p.m. Pillar Church
Ninth Street and College Avenue

In Brief
Vespers Service kicks
off holiday season
Christmas
Vespers
has
been a Hope College tradition for more than 60 years.
The 2007 services were held
Dec. 1-2. Participating groups
included Hope’s College Chorus, Chapel Choir, and Symphonette, as well as organists, the
flute choir and brass ensemble.
Thousands of members of the
Holland and Hope communities
gather for the services each year.
For many families, the event has
been a highlight for generations.
Christmas Vespers was first
held on Sunday, Dec. 7, 1941,
at 4 p.m. The timing was fateful--the Japanese had attacked
Pearl Harbor only hours before,
precipitating the entry of the
United States into World War II.
The program was sponsored,
The Anchor noted at the time,
by the college’s Musical Arts
club as the first of a series “designed to give music students
of Hope an opportunity to perform in public and to bring to
public attention the work of the
music school.” Approximately
500 attended, the Holland Evening Sentinel reported afterward.
Vespers today takes place on a
scale that 1941’s organizers could
scarcely have imagined. The college regularly starts receiving
inquiries about tickets in August.
Hope now presents four services instead of one. All four
regularly play to capacity crowds
in Dimnent Memorial Chapel, totaling more than 4,000
audience members each year.
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‘Black Box’ promotes student artists; plans DVD
Ashley DeVecht

Assistant Features Editor

Students wandering the halls
of Martha Miller or scanning the
stacks at VanWylen Library have
no doubt noticed the ads for “The
Black Box Music Project.” Much
like last year’s “1:1, if at all”
posters, these advertisements inevitably cause the viewer to guess
about their significance.
Could this “project” be about
an underground music venue? Or
perhaps it’s the name of a band.

Guess again.
The Black Box Music Project,
named after the black-painted
walls of the video studio, is a webbased music video series started by
a group of Hope College students.
The project, which began in October, seeks to help promote Hope
artists via short music videos.
“We definitely went into this
with the intention of helping (to
promote) Hope students,” said
Carl Morrison (’09), who heads
the project.

“We want to get people inThe idea first began last semester, when there was a lull in volved–give them experience to
studio usage. Phil Blauw, the stu- put on a resume,” said Morrison.
“You have
dio operato do this
tions manstuff to get
ager, saw “We want to get people inpractice.”
a valuable
About
r e s o u r c e volved—give them experience
ten students
going
to to put on a resume.”
curwaste.
– Carl Morrison (’09) are
rently on
“ O u r
the producstudio has
tion team.
state-of-the
art equipment, and we have pro- These students perform a numduced an Emmy award winning ber of jobs including camera opprogram ‘Come on Over’ out of eration, stage managing, sound
this place,” said Blauw. “That operations, public relations, and
production only takes place in performing.
“The people who are involved
the summer months, and I really
want students, and our faculty to are all volunteers, and it seems
be able to take advantage of what like we’re all more interested in
this than what we get paid to do,”
we have to offer.”
He suggested the Black Box Morrison said.
The production team has comMusic Project idea to Morrison,
hoping to give students a chance pleted two music shows already.
to gain hands-on experience with The first, filmed on Oct. 25, features Travis Kingma (’09). The
video production equipment.

second show was filmed on Nov.
8 and features Jonathan Ytterock
(’10). The video footage is currently in the editing process and
will soon be posted to the website: blackboxmusicproject.com.
Blauw has high hopes for the
Black Box Music Project, including six more episodes next
semester and possibly an end-ofthe-year compilation DVD.
“In five years I would like to
think that “Black Box” will be a
branded name that’s known for
doing some really great work and
possibly launching some music
careers,” Blauw said.
In the near future the production team hopes to continue filming short music videos of Hope
artists. Morrison is currently
scheduling auditions with musicians who are interested in performing for the Black Box Music
Project. You can contact him at
carl@blackboxmusicproject.com.

Sacred Dance gives Concert
w DANCE, from page 7
Dance offers a creative way to give
glory to God, a group of people
who passionately love the Lord,
service to the community, and fellowship with Christians. In addi-

An excerpt from the novel

“Misguided”
By Charlie Marcus (’08)

After about three
hours of pouring
over Rick’s photos
and a few too many
glasses of scotch and
wine, Sal’s men were
starting to figure a
way into this place.
Within that three
hours, someone had
also somehow made a few calls, ran a few
errands, and showed up with the blueprints
and all the electrical layout of the house, including security points and where Rick would
need to disable the security system for the
men to get into the house. When Rick looked
at Lou with disbelief, and asked how in the
world they had gotten hold of the prints, Lou
just grinned and smiled. “Rick, with Sal, you
don’t ask questions, and just ask for things to
get done. And they will get done, believe you
me. Why do you think I called him?”
Rick shrugged, and didn’t say anything, but
just listened in to what he would have to do.
“Okay, where is our security whacker?
Rick, is it?” Sal was looking among the men,
spotting Rick among the suits, and pulled
him to the front. “Kid, you are going in first,
through the basement window. There is one
small window we will knock out, and that one
window is small enough that they decided not
to put sensors on it. So, you have to squeeze
through that one, make it to the main security
computer, knock down the systems, contact us
at the front door, and tell us you are coming to
let us in, QUIETLY! The big man wakes up,
and we will have to go to plan B.”
“Well, what’s plan B?” Rick let his curiosity push him to ask.
“Well, kid, we don’t have a plan B. You ready
for this?”
“Yeah, as ready as I’ll ever be.”

tion to dance, Sacred Dance offers
Bible studies open to everyone on
Saturdays from 10-11 a.m.
“It has given me a family, in a
way. Yes, we are all dancing, but
even more so we are dancing in-

An excerpt from the novel

“lines of god”

By Ario Elami (’09)

The letter had arrived in the mail
two days ago on Friday.
“Mr. ‘Titus Mortana,’” Clive had
said, handing it to Matthew and rubbing his shaved head.
Matthew had looked at the name,
back at Clive, and then laughed a little.
“More-tawn-uh.” He flicked it with a
finger and slipped it on his desk in his
room.
Now, the letter still sat there, unopened. His eyes shifted
over its white crispness. He could drive it back to the post office and let them know there’d been a mistake.
Still – what a name. And, then there was that other issue.
Matthew pulled the letter near, stared at the left corner, halfexpecting the return address to show up, finally. But there was
none.
Clive stuck his head in through the doorway. “You never
opened that?” he asked.
“No. I’m – I’m just looking at it.” Matthew scratched his
neck.
Walking in, Clive picked the letter up. “Look – just tear the
thing open. Come on. Come on.”
Matthew sighed, grabbed the item, and flipped it, sticking
a finger in the flap and tearing its side open. He squeezed the
sides with the C of his hand, and two papers fell out.
Clive squinted as Matthew unfolded the first parchment.
The G Pen
Are you an artist?
Are you tired of painting things and having them do nothing besides make people stand still for ten seconds?
Are you simply unimpressed by the world’s handling of
itself?
Are you wondering what God is up to?
Worry no more.
The G Pen makes God vanish away and lends you the
power.
“What the hell is this?” Matthew said, a mock smirk on
his face. Clive pinched the left side of the paper and stepped
closer.

tentionally for God,” said Sarah
Stinson (’11).
If you would like to be involved in Sacred Dance contact
Stephanie Dykema or Lauren
Keiser.

An excerpt from the novel

“Sister Moon”
By Travis Love (’09)
Richard Nolan
craved an aspirin, as
he often did when
Jessica got upset.
“No, no, no,”
she told her sister,
“The traffic coming
out of Brighton was
horrible. We won’t
possibly be able to
make it to the cottage until four-thirty, at the
earliest.”
She paused. “Yes, dear, I know I said
four-twenty last time – don’t blame me for
this, it’s all Richard’s fault. Say hi to Carl for
me. Okay? Okay, love you too. Buh-bye.”
She clicked the phone shut.
Richard’s eyebrow twitched. Aneurysm,
he thought, and then wondered why he’d
thought the word. “Jessica, I’m right here,
you know.”
“Well, it is!” She said. “Don’t tell me it’s
not. If you hadn’t let Francis delay you at the
office like you did, I wouldn’t be telling my
sister that she needed to delay the barbecue
by ten minutes, now, would I?”
“He had a heart attack, Jessica. If I hadn’t
called the ambulance, he could have --”
“Never mind,” Jessica said, “I guess you
just don’t care about the party, Richard.”
Richard sighed. She pulled this a lot.
The car moved along the freeway towards
Detroit at a stately 70 miles per hour, despite
Jessica’s persistent and vocal opinions that
they should be going faster with the road
this empty.
“Why are we only going seventy?” She
asked.
“Because if the cops pull us over for
speeding, we’ll be even later. Would you like
to explain that to your sister?”
“I don’t like your tone, Richard.”
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Novel Experience

Lindsey Manthei
FeAtures editor

Meghan Fore
stAFF Writer

Ever wonder what it feels like to ﬁnish
a novel?
“I feel like I just sent a kid off to college.
I love him but I’m really glad he got the
hell out of the house. In a few months, he’s
going to come back to visit and maybe, if
I’m lucky, someday he’ll actually become
something,” Peter Jurmu (’08) said.
Jurmu took part in National Novel Writing Month 2007 as part of English professor Elizabeth Trembley’s intermediate ﬁction writing class. Sixteen students took the
challenge. The goal: ﬁnish a 50,000-word
novel (approximately 175 pages) during
the month of November.

16 of the Hope students who participated ments,” Trembley said.
ﬁnished on time. To write 50,000 words
Staying Motivated
in a month, participants need to write approximately 1,680 words each day. This
Why would anyone want to write a novtask took most students several hours daily el in a month?
if they remained on schedule.
Many just wanted to prove they could,
Patrick Crumb (’10) wrote 20,000 others wanted to take their writing to the
words the ﬁrst weekend and, on Nov. 16, next level.
was the ﬁrst in his class to ﬁnish his novel.
“This is my fourth time doing NaIn contrast, Katie
tional Novel WritKruyf (’08) wrote
ing month, but the
20,000 words in the “I don’t think anyone realizes ﬁrst time I’ve hit the
last two days and
50,000 word mark
how hard it is to make up a
ﬁnished with only an
and also completed
hour to spare before coherent story.”
my plot arc. Also, I
the Nov. 30 midnight
– Dan Vasko (’08) thought it would be
deadline.
nice to get credit for
The novels the
something I would
students just ﬁnished
have done anyway,”
are ﬁrst rough drafts,written quickly with Raina Khatri (’10) said.
the intent of simply getting something on
“It was nice to put into practice what
paper. The theory goes that once writers I’ve learned in previous classes in little
have drafted something, they then have the segments,” Joe Vasko (’08) said.
raw material they need to craft and edit it
Knowing that a “shitty ﬁrst draft” is
into a readable work.
ﬁne and even applauded in National Novel
“Part of what makes we who do Nation- Writing Month is no excuse for slacking
al Novel Writing Month free is knowing off, Trembley said.
the manuscripts are not going to be read.
“I don’t think anyone realizes how hard
It frees you up to do all kinds of experi-

it is
to make up a coherent story. I still haven’t done that,” Dan
Vasko (’08) said. “Writing a good story is
harder than writing a research paper,” he
added.
Though Trembley does not read each
student’s novel from cover to cover, she
reads the ﬁrst and last 20 pages and skims
the middle.
“When people would ask, ‘Does your
professor read it?’ and I would tell them
no, they would think it wasn’t that big of a
deal,” Lauren Stacks (’08) said.
Trembley said that writing a novel, no
matter how bad, is a laudable feat.
“Writing my ﬁrst novel was harder than
writing my dissertation,” she said.

Finally Done

With ﬁnished and bound novels in hand,
members of Trembley’s class were relieved
and satisﬁed at their ending celebration.
This is the second time Trembley’s inWriting a novel is a huge task that takes
termediate ﬁction class has participated in
lots of motivation and hard work; however,
National Novel Writing Month. This year,
the students continue to be in good spirits
Trembley participated along with her stuabout writing now and in the future.
dents.
“It’s deﬁnitely encouraging because
National Novel Writing Month was
you’ve done it. I could problaunched in 1999 by
ably do it again and make it
Chris Baty, a San Franmore coherent. There’s a decisco-based young prosire to want to make it betfessional, who gathered
ter,” Charlie Marcus (’08)
together a group of 20
said.
friends who wanted to
Maggie McGurn (’09)
have a good time and
said that writing a novel has
write a book quickly.
made her think about a caThey enjoyed their
reer in writing.
writing month so much,
“There were days when I
they decided to do it
wanted to be an author and
again the next year.
days when I didn’t. Hard
In the following eight
days were like, oh I hate
years, National Novel
writing, and good days were
Writing month has
like, I love this!” she said.
swelled in participants
Nationally, 16 National
and popularity. A press
Novel Writing Month novelrelease from National
ists have had their National
Novel Writing Month
Novel Writing Month novels
reported that more than
published, including Sarah
100,000 writers from
Gruen, author of New York
over 70 countries parTimes #1 best seller, “Water
ticipated in 2007. Anfor Elephants.”
nually, about 18 percent
The next step the stuof the participants in
dents plan to take, if they
National Novel Writing
intend to keep working on
Month complete their
their novels, is to go back
50,000-word goal.
and edit—lots and lots of
PHoto BY WALKer VAnWAGoner
editing. Some students plan
Novelists at Hope Pile UP— Bound copies in hand, Elizabeth Trembley’s intermediate ﬁction class celebrates the comple- to use the freedom of Christtion of National Novel Writing Month. All 16 students wrote a 50,000-word novel during the month of Novem- mas break as a time for revisions.
In comparison, all ber. excerpts from three of the novels completed in November appear on page 8.
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Opportunities abound for students to share holiday ‘hope’
citizens.
Students can also take advanneighbors’ directly and donate the tage of volunteer opportunities
food there.”
available at the nearby Holland
Longwell also said that the Rescue Mission. The mission
food drive provided a great op- consists of facilities located on
portunity to learn more about the both Fairbanks Avenue and South
seminary’s
River Avfood minisenue and
try, which “There are plenty of volunteer offers
a
s e r v e s
variety of
b r e a k f a s t opportunities (available).”
volunteer
and lunch
opportunieveryday
within
– Katie Baker (’08) ties
to individuwalking
als in need.
distance of
On Dec. 11,
campus.
the soup kitchen will be serving
“The Holland Rescue MisChristmas dinner to about 100 to sion loves to see the college right
150 people and is still looking for next door giving back,” said Kaindividuals willing to help out, tie Baker (’08), a Hope student
Longwell said.
who is involved with the mission.
Volunteer Services is also “Many of their volunteers are
planning the annual caroling and from Grand Valley State Univercookie decorating activity with sity or other colleges, but it would
RestHaven on Dec. 4 and 5. This be nice if more students from
year, students can decorate cook- Hope got involved. For being
ies at the Eighth Street location only a few blocks down, the Holon Dec. 4 and travel to the Maple- land Rescue Mission feels like
wood and 40th Street facilities for not many Hope students know
caroling on Dec. 5.
what exactly their ministry is and
Longwell also encourages stu- how they can help.”
dents to visit the Volunteer SerAccording to the Holland Resvices website, which provides a cue’s Mission’s vision statement,
vast variety of ongoing volunteer the organization seeks to lead cliopportunities throughout the com- ents towards lives that better meet
munity that can match individual their spiritual, economic and physinterests. She also said that plenty ical needs. The Christmas season
of exciting opportunities will be provides a good time for people
coming in the new year–includ- to think of ways that they can being a special Martin Luther King come involved in the organization,
Day event, the Cinderella Project but multiple volunteer opportuniin February and the second-annu- ties are available all year.
al Moonlight Serenade for senior
“There are plenty of volunteer

w HOPE, from page 1

Photo Editor David Moore

Tree of Hope— 12th Street Harmony, left, helps inaugurate the Hope Tree with Christmas
Carols on Friday, Nov. 30 in the second floor Rotunda of the Martha Miller Center. The Hope
Tree is one of many ways that students are helping the needy during the Christmas Season.

opportunities including reading
to kids, dishing out a meal or
donating gently used clothes,”
Baker said. “I must highlight the
Holland Rescue Mission’s thrift
stores. I think that the community forgets that the thrift stores
provide a retail outlet for income
and is thrilled to have donations
and customers.”
Baker said that many businesses donate last season’s merchandise to the thrift stores and provide
brand-new items for shoppers.
“The thrift store provides a

place to browse when looking for
a quick fix for cheap holiday trinkets,” Baker said.
The Holland Rescue Mission also encourages students to
create themed baskets for donations. Baskets can include snack,
gardening, craft, baby, Birthday
party, or school supplies. Hope
students can also band together
in order to conduct a food, backpack, or clothing drive. Student
groups can also sign up to serve a
meal at the mission.
“Many Hope fraternities and

sororities have volunteered with
the Holland Rescue Mission to
serve meals,” Baker said.
According to Baker, students
can volunteer to serve, provide
food, or eat with the residents.
To find out how you can become more involved with the
community this holiday season or
all year long, visit the Volunteer
Services and the Holland Rescue
Mission websites at www.hope.
edu/student/organizations/activities/volunteer and www.hollandrescue.org.

Unethical medical practices investigated
nonprofit advocacy group called posal in a Sharps container after
one time use,
the Center for
Sabo
pointed
Medical Consumout.
ers said, “The ex“If a student asked
She
mentraordinary degree
tioned patients
of confidentiality me such a question, I
doctors are afford- would not be offended.” need to keep
their eyes open
ed too often comes
– Cindy Sabo, and make sure
at the expense of
the rights of the
Health Clinic nurse their medical
providers wash
public.”
their hands beCindy Sabo, a
fore giving them
registered nurse
since 1984 and the clinic coordina- a physical examination. “If a fear
tor at Hope College Health Center, of needles or syringes isn’t oversaid it’s “mind boggling” medical whelming, patients can come right
professionals would consciously out and ask to observe the medicaengage in unethical behavior with tion drawn up in front of them. If a
medical equipment. Modern day student asked me such a question,
needles and syringes are specifi- I would not be offended,” Sabo
cally manufactured for proper dis- said.

w STOKES, from page 3
kelstein admitted to health officials, that while he used a new syringe for each patient, he would reuse that syringe to draw medicines
for that patient from more than one
vial. “
The New York State Health Department delayed in notifying the
628 patients for 34 months because
of legal disputes about which patients should be notified.
This contrasts the case at a Norman, Okla. clinic in 2002, where
a nurse improperly used syringes
and infected several patients with
hepatitis. The state’s chief epidemiologist at the time, Dr. Michael
Crutcher, immediately warned patients. Arthur Levin, director of a
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In pursuit of knowledge
Emily
Papple

Overwhelmed and
over-caffeinated
If you are reading this before Dec.
14 you know you should probably stop
procrastinating and start studying.
Three papers due by 5 p.m. on Friday?—
perhaps you should think about starting
them, since it is Wednesday already. Oh,
and don’t forget about that 9 a.m. exam
tomorrow. It might be a good idea to
review soon.
Or is procrastinating the last thing on

your mind?
Do you have a to-do list ﬁve pages long
(…and growing)?
Get up a little early to ﬁnish that last
homework assignment.
Class—just a few more lectures to go.
Think about studying but you have to go
to the library to check out some more books
for the research paper due on Friday. Don’t
forget to grab an extra large, super NOT
decaf coffee on the way to the library.
Stop by the bookstore to ﬁnish your
Christmas shopping—I’m sure your GreatAunt Rita will love yet another Hope T-shirt.
Ah, while you’re there, why not get a tie for
your dad and mug for your mom too?
Nap—yep, that is a nice thought.
Remember you have a study session
at Martha at 6 p.m.—no time for dinner
grab a peanut butter and raspberry jelly
sandwich to-go.
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Bake some cookies for the Christmas
cookies exchange.
And, remember you have to ﬁnish
reading “Moby Dick” by Tuesday.
Despite your very best efforts you
probably will have to pull an all nighter on
Thursday to ﬁnish those three papers due
by 5 p.m. on Friday.
Now, before you start spinning, think
of how much you will be learning between
now and Dec. 14 (or, if you didn’t have
enough procrastination time to read this—
think of how much you actually learned in
the past few weeks).
Now, I will be honest: preparation is not
a strong characteristic of mine and I usually
do work best under pressure. Sometimes,
regardless of how hard I try, I still can’t
even think about studying until the night
before a test. And even then, due to the
many study breaks I take, I sometimes
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end up staying up a bit too late, to say the
least.
Regardless of the many sleepy days and
those three papers due by 5 p.m. on Friday,
I really do love this time of year.
Maybe I am crazy, or maybe I have
just been spending too much time with
Captain Ahab and Ishmael, but I love when
the campus is awake around the clock—
studying, reading, writing papers and
taking too many study breaks. I love when
the library is full to capacity and everyone
is in the same boat—overwhelmed and
over-caffeinated.

Emily was amazed to learn this week
that according to the BBC, Manon Ossevortvvvv a Dutch woman is driving a tractor
from Holland to the South Pole. As she
travels across Africa she is using her tractor
in demonstrating that fulﬁlling dreams
requires patience.

LeTTers TO The eDiTOrs

Smoke-free campus rule is ‘discriminatory’
To the Editors:
Society as a whole seems to become
more and more health-conscious. This
doesn’t mean that we are actually becoming healthier, of course, but it does make
us feel good to be taking steps in the right
direction. Hope, especially, is part of this
trend. The cafeterias offer low-fat desserts, every student is required to pass
Health Dy and even our faculty members
now keep track of every step taken to
prove they’re exercising. So what’s the
problem?
Smoking. Apparently smoking has
become so detrimental to our community
that we need to ban it from campus and so
uncommon that we can afford to alienate
a few as long as we claim it in the name of
the greater good. I am of course referring
to the choice of the senior administration

to make Hope a “smoke-free campus.”
I’d like to state that I think that the intentions and motivations behind the decision
were most likely good in nature, but we
should be skeptical of a few individuals
telling us what choices to make. In application this policy is horribly wrong.
Sure, second-hand smoke is harmful
and smoking yourself is much worse. But
smokers aren’t waiting to blow smoke in
faces at campus building entrances, and
they certainly aren’t criminals. The implementation of this policy would treat
them as such. This policy’s goal is to
eliminate smoking altogether by students
and faculty and to alienate those who do
smoke to the point of forcing them to
quit. It’s discriminatory. It’s unadulterated discrimination that is ﬁnding acceptance under the guise of “promoting

healthy living,” and the Hope community
is swallowing it whole.
My argument is twofold. Firstly, one
cannot simply impose morality upon others. This never works. I would note that
education goes a lot farther in changing
people’s behavior than does outlawing
practices. To see that this is true we need
only remember prohibition. Legislating
what people “ought” to do neither helps
people nor changes behavior. But this is
the approach the administration has taken
(note the link included in your notiﬁcation e-mail to help you quit smoking).
Secondly, there is nothing immoral
about smoking! It’s astonishing, all of the
negative ads and mindsets we’re injecting
into social thought. Is it gross? Probably.
Is it unhealthy? Certainly. But smoking
is unfairly targeted as the most obvious

of unhealthy activities. It is not a sin to
smoke. It’s a personal choice and as long
as people live with the consequences of
that choice, it’s not an issue. Apparently
the administration sees it as such. Maybe Hope would just look better with the
combination of a “Smoke-Free Campus”
and “Dry Campus.” If the administration
wants to provide a healthier atmosphere
that’s not discriminatory, let’s have a
conversation about drinking on campus.
Let’s talk about hazing on campus. Let’s
discuss why several students are hospitalized each year for a simple tug-of-war.
As a community we need to demand a
redress of the real sources of detriment
to students. And let’s leave the minority
exercising their rights alone.
—Sam Ogles (’09)

All I want for Christmas is to be heard ...
To the Editors:
OK that sounded better when I sang it
out in my head. It might sound better if
sung by a little girl who’s missing her two
front teeth… And I should probably move
on before we start talking about music for
the rest of this piece.
I am a ﬁrst-year student who deejays at
our lovely and high-tech radio station, it’s
12:30 a.m. and this is probably my ﬁfth draft
of this article/idea in more than a month. I
hand wrote this while on air and am now
typing this after a good night’s sleep.

After writing that I’m thinking that I
am probably hearing more than the average Hope College student might be. This
is not about me as an individual being
heard. If I was really worried about that
then I would join the masses on the Internet and become just another screen name
ranting about the government and my parents. My concern is that the college and
the station (WTHS) paid to install really
fancy equipment so that anyone could
tune in at any time and hear something
on the wavelength (89.9). Back in the

age old day of about a year or so ago we
didn’t have a full 24/7 radio station. Now
that we do, why doesn’t anyone listen?
Music is played in both Phelps and
the Kletz everyday, but I have yet to hear
WTHS (The Voice of Hope College)
played in either place. I am sure that those
with radios and not iPods listen to the station occasionally (and thank you to those
who do), however, I must move on before
I start rambling and end up wanting to
post this in some obscure chat room and
not talk to the ﬁne journalists we have at

the Anchor…
All I am really asking for this Christmas, besides a new digital camera (Please,
Santa?), is that the college appreciates the
work that is put into its own radio station
(that it helped pay for) by playing 89.9 at
Phelps Dining Hall and in the Kletz.
Any questions you have about the station can be directed to WTHS@hope.edu,
where someone who knows a lot more
than I do will be able to answer you.

and arrested dozens of civilians.
On the local levels of the Palestinian street, some sneered and others rejected the conference, and even fewer
accepted it. Now that the conference is
over, all wonder what is going on and
what will happen. Will peace occur
with the ongoing Israeli incursions and
attacks against the Palestinian population? The Israeli side declares peace
but the Israeli army prepares to invade
the Gaza Strip? The president of Palestine declares amazing break through
in the peace process, but how to proceed when the Palestinian people are

split and incapable to form one government?
So what now? How to create peace
with the lack of will to do peace by the
Israeli and Palestinian sides? How to
persuade Palestinians that the peace
conference will not cost them their
rights and how to persuade the Israeli
side that it is in their benefit to create
a just peace?

—Lucia Martis (’11)

Post-Annapolis reﬂection
To the Editors:
What has the Annapolis conference
held in Washington, D.C at the end
of November 2007 produced? More
rights to the Israeli side and less to
the Palestinian side? Or is it the other
way around? Or was a miracle created
in which both sides came out equal in
rights? Were there any groundbreaking
advances in the peace process? Was a
time plan crafted for the creation of the
Palestinian state? Was there an agreement to a timeline to disassemble the
illegal Israeli settlements? Was there
an agreement to halt violent aggres-

sions against the Palestinian state?
On a governmental level the Annapolis conference yielded nothing but
trivial dates for other peace conferences. There was a major declaration
to pursue a peaceful solution to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. However,
when diplomats smiled and laughed on
both sides of the camp, these were the
facts on the ground: in the Gaza Strip,
six Palestinian were killed by Israeli
soldiers and dozens injured, while fuel
and electricity were reduced to cause a
humanitarian crisis. In the West Bank,
incursions by the Israeli army occurred

—George P. Khoury (’09)
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Senior Slainte
Joe
Seymour

In the defense
of eggnog
For many years, I have been the subject of
countless grimaces and gags as I indulge in
my favorite seasonal drink, eggnog. When
questioning these eggnog “haters”, I have
found that the true issue is not one of taste or
palate, but rather ignorance of eggnog’s rich
history and creamy character. December
is my eggnog appreciation month, so in
the words of the late Steve Irwin via Dane
Cook, “c’mon, let’s go, let me stick my head
in this bee hive and take a look around.”
A look at eggnog’s history will show a
universal uncertainty of its origins. Egg-

and milk-based drinks date back to the
time of the Romans, and it was reserved for
royalty, the wealthy, and non-vegans. Up
until the creation of efﬁcient and reliable
refrigeration, milk was sometimes kept
fresh by adding tasty booze. In the olden
days, “grog,” a name for rum, was part of a
traditional English and Colonial egg/milk
drink, egg-and-grog. It’s believed that
over the years, the name was shortened to
eggnog (other stories cite the Illuminati
drinking it from skulls, a.k.a. noggins).
So for all you WASPs out there, eggnog
is as much a part of your ancestry as the
Reformation and Native exploitation.
In my conversations with non-noggers,
I have come across common themes of
disgust: the texture, the calorie content,
the taste, the idea of raw eggs, and or the
Mos Def/Italian Job response (“I had a
real bad experience, man”). To each of
these I have more than adequate rebuttals.
For one, eggnog is creamy and smooth,
not unlike malts, smoothies and DQ’s
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delicious Moolattes. Secondly, there are
numerous low-fat and low-cal eggnogs
available that are true to taste but without
the waist-expanding consequences. Also,
commercial eggnog, like other dairy
products, is pasteurized, so fear not food
poisoning. Additionally, there is nothing
wrong with including raw eggs in one’s
diet, look what it did for Gaston and
Arnold. Fortunately for me, eggnog pairs
wonderfully with a variety of liquors such
as rum, brandy, bourbon, and whiskey, but
only for those old enough to procure them.
There is another type of obstacle when
trying to convert non-noggers, and that
is blatant drinkism. People sometimes
hate and are afraid of what they don’t
understand like other religions, races,
orientations, customs, vegetables, and
even drinks. I know that many people’s
disgust of eggnog stems not from personal
experience, but rather a baseless knee-jerk
juvenile reaction, like that to Brussels
sprouts, lima beans, and homework. It is

time to grow up. Hell, I still drink eggnog
despite witnessing a friend projectile
vomit the stuff during a high school swim
practice. Now that’s dedication.
I am forgetting the easily inﬂuenced
crowd that needs just a small nudge to
embrace eggnog, and nothing works better
than celebrity endorsements. If Arnold
can entice me to visit California, Tiger
can sell me a Buick, and Jack Bauer can
make torture cool, then all eggnog needs
is a strong spokesperson, i.e. George
Washington. Word on the street is that our
nation’s founder and protector drank it at
Valley Forge and even had a special recipe
with rye whiskey. Do you want to win the
war on Terror, support the troops, and live
the American dream? You have the freedom
of taste, so use it. This holiday season, raise
your standards, and raise a glass of eggnog.
Joe commends the Kletz for quickly resolving the cookie dough crises. Next he
will address global poverty, Palestine and
Nickelback. Merry Christmas.

LeTTers TO The eDiTOrs

Podcasts are regular MP3s
To the Editors:
As a faculty member who has been using podcasts in his courses for two years,
I’d like to offer a few corrections to the
front page story from the Nov. 14, 2007
edition of the Anchor.
You note that “Hope College Ministries recently announced … that they are
now posting podcasts (and regular MP3s
for those without iTunes) of their Chapel
and Gathering services…”
The vast majority of all podcasts are,
in fact, “regular MP3s” and are playable
in a number of locations: Apple’s iTunes
music program (as you mentioned), almost every other freeware based desktop

music program, and portable music players from almost every company. Many
mobile phone makers are now making
it possible to listen to podcasts on their
phones, and you can even ﬁnd various
websites that will allow you to listen to
podcasts from any computer using only a
web browser—even eliminating the need
to have a computer of your own.
The only difference between a podcast and the “regular MP3s” that you
mentioned comes in how those ﬁles are
received. The best analogy is to how people read newspapers—which apparently
people do less and less these days. Some
people don’t read newspapers often and

choose to go buy a single copy of the paper. When they do so they have to walk or
drive to the store or head to the library in
order to get the paper. The burden here is
on the reader/user’s shoulders. However,
if you get a subscription to the newspaper, it gets delivered to your doorstep
every day and no extra effort is required
from you to get the newspaper.
The same is true for podcasts. With
“regular MP3s” on the Chapel website,
someone who’s interested in listening
can ﬁnd the web page, download the ﬁle,
or listen to it in their browser--but every
time that they want to listen again, they
have to repeat the process of “ﬁnding”

the content. With most podcasting programs, all you need to do is indicate that
you want to “subscribe” to the podcast,
and your computer will invisibly download new episodes of the podcast when
they become available—even transferring them automatically to a digital music player for consumption wherever
and whenever you want. The “burden”
of ﬁnding the content is taken off of the
user’s shoulders. The term “subscription”
is even a bit of a misnomer, since no cost
is involved in listening to podcasts.
-Matthew M.C. Roberts,
political science professor

Reader takes ‘umbrage’ to column
To the Editors:
For a year and a half, I’ve enjoyed
reading your paper to keep in touch with
the mind of the student body and up-todate on events around campus and around
the world. Recently, though, I took severe umbrage to Stephen Cupery’s article, “Tramping to other places through
unwritten pages.”
At ﬁrst, Mr. Cupery’s words resonated
with the cloudy essence of my own whisper in time; as I read them I was drawn
back to an evening I myself spent indulging in the dignity of the Lake Michigan beachfront. Such dignity revealed a
mutinous error in Mr. Cupery’s column
which I must insist upon correcting: man
was born not to wander like gypsies, but
to drive county to county in melancholy

old trucks and RV’s, much like the great
American carney.
We could not – tramps and thieves
that we are – ever presume to embrace
the silty marshland of yesterday or to
coalesce with the intolerable Easy-Bake
Oven of possibilities that we so naively
call tomorrow until we heed the wisdom
of the capricious Walt Whitman, who
wrote: “Have you heard that it was good
to gain the day? I also say it is good to
fall, battles are lost in the same spirit in
which they are won,” a lucid indictment
of our wayward dependence upon the bitter fruits of our own intellect – the automobiles, the microwaveable pastas, the
non-antonym locators which we use and
overuse until they ﬁzzle and smoke like
mighty Mount Vesuvius, peering down

menacingly at the scampering Pompeiians who, like the ants that are our deepest yearnings, can only watch and wait.
Man’s true nature is not as he says, we
were not meant to live as could be, but
rather as what we have the almighty potential to become. As I thought this the
wind blew and I thought I understood, but
the ﬂame that is my pitiful intellect was
winked out by the ferocity of the setting
sun. Remember Ralph Waldo Emerson’s
immortal warning: “A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds, adored
by little statesmen and philosophers and
divines. With consistency a great soul has
simply nothing to do.”
And as the sky started to ebb and the
night rose and the stars sang, a no wind
blew and I truly did understand. A shiver

ﬂew down my spine like a ﬂock of Canadian geese migrating south, and because I
didn’t understand, I knew more than all.
I understood this like the Palestinians
must when they stand in solemn witness
to the evil that is Israel.
For a few sentences it seemed that Mr.
Cupery had found the key with which he
would unlock the rueful metaphysical
truth that is simultaneously the all encompassing essence and unattainable element of human existence, however, sadly
when I reached the end of his article it became abundantly clear to me that he had
not only once, but twice lost that key to
the impeccable sands and stalwart, poking dune grass of time.
-Heather Thompson, (’10)
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From the inside out
James Ernst
Ralston

If you really want to
see Chicago
From living in the city for a few months,
I’ve learned that there is a lot more to
see in Chicago than the normal tourist
attractions of shopping, “Wicked,” deepdish pizza and Second City. So, without
further adieu, I would like to present my
ﬁve recommendations of things to do in
Chicago.
 See a play at The Lookingglass
Theatre - 875 N Michigan Ave.
This theater group is just one of
many small, less commercial production
companies in Chicago. Although the

Matt
Oosterhouse

Christmas spirit
Ah, the Christmas Season has arrived!
It’s about time! I have eagerly waited 11
months for this season to arrive, and I am
so glad that it is ﬁnally here.
I’ll gladly admit that I am a big
Christmas-time person, for I absolutely
love everything about Christmas. From
the jingles of Bing Crosby and Frank
Sinatra to snow-covered surroundings to
the delectable holiday treats to the festive
colorful lighting and decorations, I really
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big money plays in the theater district
are highly entertaining, some of the
greatest theater comes from these smaller
theaters. The members of this company
are dedicated to presenting and bringing in
nothing but top quality productions. www.
lookingglasstheatre.org
 Research and visit a neighborhood
Chicago is a city of neighborhoods, with
a majority of the neighborhoods dominated
by a single race. Due to this, it is possible
to experience a new country and culture in
each neighborhood that you visit. Two that I
recommend are Pilsen and Humboldt Park.
Pilsen, a primarily Mexican community,
is home to interesting Mexican museums,
shops and restaurants. Humboldt Park is
a Puerto Rican community with a unique
shopping district that you won’t ﬁnd
anywhere else in Chicago.
 Eat at Macarthur’s - 5412 W
Madison St
This suggestion goes along with the
neighborhood suggestions, as eating at

Macarthur’s is a dining as well as a cultural
experience. Macarthur’s is located within
the African American community of
Austin and serves ﬁne southern cuisine
(more popularly known as soul food). They
offer excellent food in a lighthearted (and
inexpensive) cafeteria-style setting. www.
macarthursrestaurant.com
 See “Too Much Light Makes the
Baby Go Blind” - 5153 N. Ashland
This show holds the record of longest
running in Chicago with an amazing 19year streak. The comical show is built
around a simple premise of attempting
to perform 30 plays in 60 minutes. The
performers compile 30 short plays each
week and then attempt to perform them in
the allotted time. Gimmicks such as a price
range from $8 to $13 (based on the roll of
a die) and free pizza if the show sells out
add to the allure of the experience. www.
neofuturists.org
 Attend a festival
Chicago is host to countless festivals

enjoy everything that Christmastime has
to offer. And as the culmination of the
Christmas season—the 25th of December—
nears, I ﬁnd that I am increasingly eager
to embrace the extra special “happy, feelgood” feeling that bubbles to the surface in
my life in December.
And yet, I don’t think it is just me
who feels this way; I know that for many
people, it really is a “feel-good” time of the
year. This “feel-goodness” lends itself to
a visible increased excitement that often
causes people to go out their way and
help others because “the Christmas spirit”
suggests that it is a “good” and “right”
thing to do.
I have seen this increased brotherly
kindness manifest itself in all sorts of ways.
For example, charities such as the Salvation
Army report increased charitable giving

during the Christmas season. Also, on more
that one occasion during December, I have
seen my neighbors at home pitch in and
help one another shovel snow. And here on
campus since Thanksgiving, I’ve noticed
a general air of kindness that has shown
itself in the others around me, whether it is
students holding doors open for others and
giving strangers with a warm, kind-hearted
greeting. And in regards to the most
visible act of love and kindness, I’ve got
a few different Secret Santa gifts to give
this week and I still need to do a great deal
of shopping for gifts to give my family, as
I am sure many of you still have to do for
your own families or loved ones.
So, why is it that these special kindnesses
to other people shine most brightly
during the Christmas season? Why can
we not have the kind Christmas spirit all
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each year, some very popular and others
less well known. Take the time to research
what festivals may be going on during your
visit to Chicago and go try one out. Some
sample festivals: Women Warrior Festival
(Oct. 1-31) Pitchfork Music Festival
(July 13-15) and the Pierogi Festival.
For more information about festivals
including a full listing by date visit: www.
centerstagechicago.com/festivals/
So now when you want to leave Hope
and take a road trip to the city, feel free to
do the tourist attractions, but don’t let other
opportunities pass you by. The city has a
lot of interesting activities to offer that
often get passed up by the average tourist.

James is almost ﬁnished with his stint in
the Windy City and is looking forward to a
return to Hope College. He recognizes that
most people probably will not read this column, let alone act upon the suggestions. Despite this he feels as though it is worth his efforts just in case a single individual actually
experiences one item on the list.

year ‘round? I think that the answer lies
within us. I think that it is through being
conscious of our own habits and actions
on a daily basis that we can achieve this.
Now, I know that Hope and its community
members greatly exhibit the charm and
kindness of the Midwest, but what about
when we are away from Hope? How do
we act then?
I think that if we strive hard to be kind to
others on a regular basis, it will no longer
be a struggle for us to be naturally kind.
With practice, what is irregular can come
to be a very regular, natural occurrence.
I think that with conscious effort we can
have the Christmas spirit 24/7/365.

Matt is a three-year Anchor staff member
and a second-year RA in Kollen Hall. His
favorite fall snack is apple cide and cinnamon-sugar donuts.

LeTTers TO The eDiTOrs

‘Want’ verb confusing, needs reﬁnement
To the Editors:
“What do you want?” When I ﬁnd
myself trying to verbalize want of something, I come up short. This is because
I’m a ﬁnite creature stuck in a world of
time, with a language that is woefully
incomplete. I’m struggling to develop a
language set and habits of speaking that
implicitly respect time. I’d like to christen two new verbs “wantnow” and “wanthen.”
Developing an internal structure of
time into my language is important because time is an unappreciated huge
parameter of life itself. Time can kill or
allow to live. It has social moral implications. It can redeem lost souls.
When thinking about issues of death,
a line from “Princess Bride” comes to
mind: “Good night Wesley. Sleep well.
Very likely I’ll kill you in the morning.”
Indeed, expecting death perpetually tomorrow gives one a presence and immediacy and vibrancy for today. In the mov-

ie “Castaway,” Tom Hanks survives with
a horizon of hours. Each day, he wakes up
to breath one more time, unable to even
kill himself because of the expectations
and dreams of what he cannot retrieve.
Time’s moral implications on a Christian college campus such as Hope will
bear down on a majority of students before they graduate. When I was a college
student, a friend freely engaged in sexual
relations with a girlfriend because, “We
love each other so much it’s as if we’re
already married.” But they weren’t – not
yet. Time slowly levied its wedge into
their lives, and as is often the case, what
we think now about tomorrow never became today. They never were married and
the outcome of what they had done had
large moral and social fall-out.
Lastly, implicit into the redemption
message of God are forbearance and patience with time that allow each person’s
response to the witnesses set before them.
Romans 2:4 admonishes that human im-

patience to judge shows “contempt for
the riches of His kindness, tolerance and
patience, not realizing that God’s kindness leads you toward repentance.”
THEREFORE, here are some questions
to ask yourself. If you don’t intentionally
do this, the limits of the English language
will allow you to continue in blind turpitude. Do better for yourself. Actively think
about “wantnow” and “wanthen” verbs
whenever you use the word “want.”
 “I want an iPod”—When? Newer
models will be out tomorrow. Internet
radio sites are not enough? If you follow your wantnow desires, what are you
giving up later when you wanthen something else?
 “Do you want to supersize that?”
Uh, yea, the fries taste great. I also want
to take care of the body God’s given me.
Wantnow says yes. Wanthen says no.
 “I want to redeem a relationship with
my family.” There is a want that manifests itself at the setting sun, pining for
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what cannot be. There is also a want that
drives an immediate planned act, with hope
and expectation for what is not yet seen. If
you wantnow to have a good relationship,
you’ll do something. If you wanthen, you’ll
quietly enjoy a few more sunsets ﬁrst.
 “I want to sleep with my new boyfriend.” Wantnow is pretty vivid, isn’t it?
If you make a choice to proceed, what do
you wanthen?
 “I want to get a good grade.” I wantnow to hang out with friends and watch a
movie. If you wanthen good grades, can
you pull motivation from that future time
into today?
I have been paralyzed into indecision
when confronted with “What do I want?”
Maybe that’s because the English language didn’t give me enough words to
ask the right questions. I’m experimenting with my new verbs wantnow and
wantthen. Let me know if they help you!
-Dr. Brian Mork,
chemistry professor

and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper
may cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher’s reasonable judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classiﬁed requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to Wednesday distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classiﬁed, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our ofﬁce, call our ofﬁce at (616) 395-7877.
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Viewers have mixed opinion of strike
w STRIKE, from page 3

AP Photo/Tina Fineberg

‘Hey, Hey, ho, ho’— Picketers including Eric Drysdale, a writer for “The Colbert Report,”
right, chant “Hey, hey, ho, ho, management can’t write that show” as they march on the picket
line during the fourth day of a strike by television and film writers, Nov. 8, at the Time Warner
Center in New York.

Hope takes a stand on global warming issue
w GLOBAL, from page 6
along with other students. “Michigan was the fourth
most represented state (at the conference), and
the farthest away (of the most highly represented
states),” Hunt said. The goal was to “take leaders
and people who are passionate about climate change
and connect them with each other,” Hunt said. “The
only way to change things is with direct human contact.”

Hope is slowly catching up with the forerunners
of change in this issue. Global warming is something that affects everyone, and many college campuses across the country are already taking steps to
prevent further damage to our environment. There
are many ways that students can get involved on
campus, including the Environmental Issues Organization, among others

ment industry an estimated
$500 million.
Without new material and unsure of how long the strike will
last, TV networks have been
forced to decide whether to air
their last few remaining episodes
or attempt to make them last as
long as possible. Already, hit
shows such as “The Office” and
“Heroes” have run out of episodes. “Grey’s Anatomy” has only
two episodes left and the new season of “24” has been postponed
indefinitely.
Since scripted dramas and
comedy are in short supply, unscripted shows such as reality TV
and sports events may soon see
more air time.
“It’s a tough tradeoff,” said
Hope College junior Scott Peterson. While he will miss seeing

new episodes of “The Office,” he
would enjoy seeing more sports
televised.
Many Hope students enjoy
watching their favorite weekly
TV shows, but fitting it into their
hectic schedule is not always easy.
Lucas Osterbur is a junior majoring in chemistry and a member of
the Hope Men’s Swim Team.
“I watch when I can” he said,
and speculates that the strike will
probably not affect the amount of
TV he watches.
After resuming talks on Nov.
26, WGA and AMPTP leaders
are scheduled to meet again on
Dec. 4 to continue negotiations.
AMPTP’s newest proposal is reportedly worth an additional $130
million in compensation, although
the WGA’s initial response to this
proposal has not been favorable.

~Lindsey~
Thank You for all of the late nights, putting up
with horrifically pixelated, spot-colored “flag”
and a very messy Anchor office, not to mention
your immense dedication to THE ANCHOR

We will
miss you
dearly
Good Luck on
all of your
future
adventures !!!

Climbers wanted.
Leadership starts here. The DeVos Graduate School of Management is more than an MBA, it’s a 15-month
investment in future success. Our full-time MBA program provides graduates with unique skills and abilities that
give them an edge over the competition in a global business economy. The program starts in September
2008. Are you ready? Call 989.837.4488 for enrollment and financial aid information.
The DeVos Graduate School of Management at Northwood University. Achieve More.

800.MBA.9000

www.northwood.edu
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Swimming: Wheaton Invitational
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This Week in sPOrTs
Wednesday
Women’s basketball

Dec. 5

Friday
Men’s basketball

Dec. 7

home vs. Marygrove College at 7:30
p.m.

holland Sentinel Community tournament at 8 p.m.

hockey

Away vs. Calvin College at 9:00 p.m.

Saturday
Men’s basketball

Dec. 8

holland Sentinel Community tournament at 3 p.m.

Women’s basketball
home vs. Albion College at 5:30 p.m.

in Brief
MIAA COACHES HONOR
HOPE PLAYER

Photo CoUrteSY briAn CoLLinS

AS oNe— The Hope College men’s swim team performs a team cheer before the evening session on Dec. 1 of the Whea-

ton College Invitational. The men’s team ﬁnished fourth and the women placed ﬁfth out of seven teams. Overall, ﬁve
swimmers and three relays received consideration cuts for the NCAA meet.

Hope gathering momentum after tourney win
Men’s basketball sweep MIAA/CCIW Challenge and improve to 3-1 overall
Gordie Fall
StAFF Writer

As the ﬁrst semester wraps
up, Hope College sports fans turn
their eyes to the hardwood as the
Dutchmen basketball team’s season has begun. Two weekends
into the season, Hope has a 3-1
record.
Last weekend, Hope swept the
MIAA/CCIW Challenge at Calvin, defeating Wheaton College
by a score of 83-53, and defeating
Carthage College by a score of 8575. Hope was led by Tyler Wolfe’s
(’08) 17 points on Friday night, and

came back for another win on Saturday night behind Marcus Vanderheide’s (’08) 19 points and an early
23-4 lead.
These results came after Hope
split the season opening Hall Of
Fame Classic, at Cornerstone
College, with scores of a 69-78
overtime loss to Aquinas, and an
87-68 win over the weekend’s
host. The ﬁrst Dutchmen win of
2007-2008 featured four players
with double-digit point totals,
leading to a 25-point lead during
the second half.
Led by captains Ryan Klein

(’08), Jesse Reimink (’09), and
Vanderheide, Hope looks to return to the NCAA tournament.
Along with the three captains,
coach Glenn Van Wieren will be
counting on seniors Tyler Wolfe
and Derek Van Solkema to heavily contribute.
When asked on the team,
Van Solkema feels that the team
“started slow, but we have been
doing well since. We have a really good team, and our defensive
tenacity has been showing in our
last couple games.”
For the remainder of the sea-

son, Van Solkema explained that
“the conference is a lot stronger,
and there will be a lot of close
games. But our senior leadership
will help us win those games.”
Hope will look to repeat as
conference champions, with the
conference schedule beginning in
January.
Hope hosts the Holland Sentinel Community Tournament
this Friday.
Tip-off against
Marygrove is at 8 p.m., with
Hope playing either Aquinas or
Trinity International at 3 p.m. on
Saturday afternoon.

THE

is seeking students who are aware of what’s happening on and around
Hope’s campus as well as the local, national and world scene to serve as our

Campus News Editor

and

National News Editor

Interested? E-mail anchor@hope.edu for more details.

Lizzie Ann’s Wool Co.
54 East 8th Street Holland, MI 49423
Lizzieannswoolco.com
616-392-2035

Bring Student I.D.
for 10% off purchase!

Hope
basketball
player,
Marcus Vanderheide (’08), has
been named the MIAA player
of the week. This is the second
time he has recieved this honor.
Recently, Vanderheide had
11 points, four assists, four rebounds and four steals in Hope’s
victory over Wheaton College
in the MIAA/CCIW Challenge.

SWIM TEAMS COMPETE AT
WHEATON INVITATIONAL
The Hope College men’s
and women’s swimming teams
traveled to Wheaton College for the Wheaton Invitational on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.
The men ﬁnished fourth
overall out of seven teams. The
Dutchmen won the 200 (1:24.11)
and 400-yard (3:06.03) freestyle
relays, which both received consideration cuts for the NCAA
meet. Individually, Ryan Vogelzang (’09) ﬁnished second in the
50-yard freestyle with a consideration cut (21.05) and second
in the 100-yard freestyle (46.59).
Ryan Nelis (’10) received
a consideration cut in the 100yard butterﬂy (50.70) and Phil
Heyboer (’10) received consideration cut in the 400-yard
individual medley (4:07.10).
The team’s next meet is Jan. 19
against Kalamazoo College, Lake
Forest and Wheaton College
at the Holland Aquatic Center.
On the women’s side, the team
ﬁnished in ﬁfth place overall. The
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee won with 902 points. Notables included Hope’s 400-yard
freestyle of Laura Ansilio (’09),
Trisha Meier (’08), Kate Williams (’10) and Christina Vogelzang (’10), which ﬁnished with
a consideration cut of 3:33.50.
Ansilio also received consideration cuts in the 100-yard freestyle (52.99), 200-yard freestyle
(1:55.73) and the 50-yard freestyle (24.57). Along with Ansilio,
Brittaney Reest (’09) achieved individual consideration cuts in the
100-yard backstroke (59.97) and
200-yard backstroke (2:08.10).
The women’s team will compete next home against Saint
Mary’s on Jan. 11 at 5 p.m.
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Dutch ranked No. 1 after tourney win
Nicholas Hinkle
Sports Editor

After winning the MIAA/
CCIW Challenge, the Hope College women’s basketball team
continues to move up the national
rankings and remain undefeated.
Currently, the Dutch are 5-0 overall and have climbed to first in the
nation in the USA Today/ESPN
poll, which is conducted by the
Women’s Basketball Coaches Association.
Hope defeated Wheaton College 76-53 on Dec. 3 to claim
the MIAA/CCIW Challenge title.
Stacy Warsen (’08) had a doubledouble with 10 points and 10 rebounds, while Carrie Snikkers
(’11) led the team in scoring with
15 points.
The team was able feed off confidence from its win in the season’s
first tournament. Hope won the
Tipoff Tournament on Nov. 17.
“The first tournament win is
nice to have under our belts,” captain Lindsay Lange (’08) said. “It’s
a great way to start off the season
and gave the freshmen a chance to
ease into college basketball.”
The Tipoff and MIAA/CCIW
tournaments showed the freshmen
will make considerable contributions this season. Most recently,
Snikkers led the team in scoring
against Wheaton.
“As upperclassmen we knew
we had to lead, especially during
this first tournament, and the freshman had to follow,” Lange said.

Photo by David Moore

still perfect— Julie Henderson (’08) takes the ball down the court in the Dutch’s game against Wheaton College.
“They did a great job of keeping
the energy up, cheering, and making a difference in the game whenever they were on the court.”
Today, Hope faces Marygrove
College at 7:30 p.m. in the DeVos
Fieldhouse. Hope did not play

Marygrove last year, who is 3-7
overall this season.
“I really don’t know much
about Marygrove, but I know
(Coach Morehouse),” Lange said.
“He will treat them like any other
team regardless of their record or

statistics. We’ll review and learn
their plays and defensive styles and
then execute on our own plays.”
The Dutch will implement
the same tactics they have used
in their previous games to defeat
Marygrove and protect its unde-

feated record.
“If we do the few fundamental
things, defense, swing the ball, inside-out game, then it’s going to
be hard to stop us,” Lange said.
“We still, of course, need to work
on those three things as well.”

Hockey plays rival Calvin Friday
Jon Kinsey
Guest Writer

Hope College hockey faces Calvin College Friday at 9 p.m. The
Dutchmen come into the game with a
9-2 record, highlighted by 12-0, 13-0
and 14-1 victories over Albion College, the University of Toledo and
Calvin, respectively. Calvin, whose
record is 7-8 overall this season, has
scored 66 goals and allowed 78.
This is good news for Hope players, who have collectively scored 85
goals, led by Gunnar Martin (’08)
who has 10, Ryan Kelly (’09) with
nine and Brian Gatliff (’08) with
eight. To compliment the scoring,
goaltenders Stephen Pels (’08) and
Mike Headley (’09) have carried
their own weight with four shut-outs
and four games where only one goal
has been allowed.
“Both goaltenders have done really well, Kopinski provides good
scoring coming in as a freshman,”

“You throw the records out the
window. These are always big
games.”
– Chris Van Timmeren,
head coach
center Mike Bazydlo (’11) said.
Despite the lopsided scores in the
last games (14-1 3-1), Hope players
are not looking ahead of the upcoming game verses the rival Knights.
“A season highlight so far was
when we beat Calvin so bad, we’re
still confident that we can win but it’s
not like we’re not going to try,” Allen
Campbell (’11) said.
Coaches also know that Calvin is
taking this game as serious as ever.
“They’ll make adjustments for
the game, the outcomes of the previous games mean little to nothing to the
team, this is a rivalry game - you throw
the records out the window. These are
Hope College
Anchor
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PO Box 9000
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always big games,” head coach Chris
Van Timmeren said.
So far Hope has proved to be one of
the best teams in the Northern Conference. Their preseason goals consisted
of being ranked in the conference,
winning their league and winning the
national tournament. They are well on
their way to accomplishing them.
“We’re achieving what we want
to right now; we’re currently tied for
the lead in the league and we want
to win the national championship so
I would say we are doing well right
now,” Van Timmeren said.
The game will be played at Van
Andel Arena in Grand Rapids this
Friday following the Grand Rapids
Griffins semi-pro game. The excitement has already started to build
among players and fans.
“I don’t want to give them any
bulletin board material, but I expect
a hard fought game with us coming
out on top,” Bazydlo said.
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